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Chapter 1331-Seeing that the emperor came, she also didn’t respond. She still sat there reading a book. 

Even when the emperor had come to her, she still didn’t lift her head. 

 

“Fair Luna, the emperor has come up, don’t you get up to welcome quickly!” The emperor was followed 

by a eunuch. At the moment, only Nikita and Joslyn were performing, and the eunuch’s lines were said 

by the director. 

 

Fair Luna still didn’t make any noise, and didn’t mean to get up to welcome. 

 

If other concubine dared to do this to the emperor, she would definitely have been demoted to the 

imperial position in Cold Palace, but Fair Luna’s position in the emperor’s heart was different. The more 

cold she was, the less seriously she treated emperor, who would feel that she had her own personality 

and wanted to conquer her more. 

 

“Fair Luna, every time I come over, you ignore me. What is wrong with me to make you so unhappy? Do 

you have to hate me so much?” 

 

Fair Luna didn’t speak, as if he didn’t exist in general.  

 

The emperor looked at Fair Luna’s beautiful side face on which there was cold expression. Instead of 

being angry because she ignored him, he said more and more tenderly, “Dear, I know you are bored in 

the palace. Be patient, and I will take you to the back mountain to hunt when I am free. Or where do 

you want to go, tell me and I will accompany you. Is that ok?” 

 

Saying that, the emperor stepped forward, with his hand gently putting on Fair Luna’s shoulder. 

 

At the moment his big hand just fell on the shoulder of Fair Luna, who had ignored him all the time, she 

suddenly got up, ignoring his imperial status, and beat his hand. 

 

“Your Majesty, just speak in words. Please don’t touch me.” 

 

Fair Luna’s voice was very light, and she looked at the emperor coldly. 



 

At the moment of they were looking at each other, Joslyn, who played the role of emperor, couldn’t 

help being stunned. 

 

The girl had such beautiful eyes, as if they could talk, and it could easily let others fall into the 

mysterious abyss of her. 

 

But her eyes were extreme indifferent, as if it was covered with a thick layer of frost. Just looking at her 

for only a few seconds, Joslyn felt an inexplicable chill. 

 

According to the script, he was the emperor, the king of a country, who held the power of the country. 

Only others had always been afraid of him, and he was not afraid of anyone. 

 

The only person who made him feel uncertain and dangerous was Fair Luna. 

 

In the script, the emperor noticed several times that Fair Luna wanted to do something to him, and his 

heart was not afraid at all, but his self-esteem and pride did not allow him to show it, so although Joslyn 

was really afraid in his heart, he still did not show even the slightest fear on his face. 

 

So no one could see that he was really scared just now. 

 

Just because of Nikita’s eyes and a sentence, he was afraid. 

 

“Good, very good! Stop!” 

 

After they looked at each other for a few seconds, the director made a gesture and called to stop. 

 

Improvisation always did not take too long. 

 

Nikita and Joslyn’s performance, which lasted no more than five minutes, soon ended. 

 



The director stepped forward, with a happy and unexpected expression on his face, and praised Nikita 

without stint: “Not bad, Nikita. Your performance just now was very good, and you really have the 

temperament of Fair Luna.” 

 

“Have you really not had any acting experience before?” 

 

Xavier has told her basic situation to the director. 

Chapter 1332-So before that, the director was a little worried. 

 

He was very satisfied with the appearance condition of Nikita, but if Nikita performed too poorly in 

acting skills, she would just be an empty shell without soul. 

 

It couldn’t impress the audience. 

 

Fair Luna was a character who appeared in the early stage. There would not be too many scenes, but 

she was also a very important role. The director also attached great importance to this role. If Nikita’s 

acting skills were not up to standard, he would not use it, even though she was recommended by Xavier. 

 

On the contrary. 

 

If Nikita performed well in all aspects, he would use her without Xavier’s recommendation. 

 

The director didn’t expect Nikita’s acting skills to be so good. 

 

He would be satisfied if a newcomer who didn’t have much experience in acting would have skills of four 

or five point out of ten. 

 

Without holding too high expectations, Nikita’s performance just now really surprised the director. 

 

He was as happy as digging a treasure in a pile of ordinary Stone: “Xavier always told me that this is your 

first time to participate in TV series. Many places are still not very understood, and let me teach you 

patiently.” 



 

“But it doesn’t seem to me that you are acting for the first time.” 

 

Joslyn looked at Nikita with some appreciation in her eyes and said with a smile, “I don’t think so either. 

I just played against her and felt that her performance was very professional. She had entered the scene 

quickly, and her sense of substitution is also very strong, and the eyes, expressions and body language 

are all so appropriate.” 

 

Joslyn didn’t say that he felt that the acting skills of this newcomer were even better than those of 

Henrietta. 

 

Although it was only such a short part, her acting was quite infectious, and he was quickly driven by her 

acting. 

 

Especially her eyes just now. 

 

Looking back, Joslyn still feels nervous. 

 

That kind of eyes is too shocking. 

 

It gave him the illusion that she should not play the role of the emperor’s concubine, but the queen. 

 

She’s just a girl, but her aura is so strong, which makes him under pressure. 

 

“I’ve never acted before.” Nikita said honestly, “It was the first time just now. Director, do you really 

think my performance is OK? Is my acting skills qualified?” 

 

Nikita is not sure whether the director really thinks she is doing well, or saying so because of Xavier. 

 

After all, all other things are in the field where she is good at, and she knows in her heart whether she is 

doing well or not. 



 

She is really unfamiliar with acting. 

 

“More than that.” The director praised her directly, “In my opinion, it is perfect. It seems that you are 

not only a genius in study, but also very talented in acting.” 

 

People with high IQ are really different. 

 

She acts for the first time, but she still can act so well. 

 

The director thinks that Nikita makes him have a new understanding of straight A students. 

 

In the past, he thought that most people with high IQ had low EQ, and they couldn’t do anything except 

study. 

 

Most of them are nerds. 

 

“You’re really talented.” Joslyn also agreed and praised, “Your performance just now is really not like a 

newcomer who acts for the first time. You’re like a skillful actor who has worked for many years and has 

rich performance experience.” 

 

“So, my performance is passed?”  

 

“Of course you passed!” The director smiled and was in a good mood. “The audition performance just 

now was very good, there was no problem, and then you can start the official shooting.” 

Chapter 1333-it means she can stay and continue filming. 

 

Nikita just began to act, so she was quite interested in it. She was in a good mood after knowing that she 

could stay here, and she smiled happily. 

 

“Is that the little newcomer brought by Mr. Blake?” 



 

Under a parasol a few meters away, a woman also wearing crew costumes stood beside Henrietta, and 

looked at Nikita unkindly. 

 

Before Henrietta spoke, the woman mocked again: “She’s so young, but she’s good at pleasing men. The 

director and Joslyn seem to have a good impression on her.” 

 

The woman is Vanessa, who plays the second female leading. She is also an actress with a certain 

popularity, and her status is slightly lower than that of Henrietta. 

 

Privately, she has a good relationship with Henrietta. 

 

They are toxic friends. 

 

“Yes, it is.” Henrietta knew Vanessa had a good impression on Joslyn. She saw Vanessa was not in a good 

mood at the moment. Not only did she not persuade, but she also added fuel to the flames. “Everyone 

loves her, and Seymour also has a good impression on her. But it’s normal. After all, she’s young, 

beautiful, and if she says some sweet words and use some tricks, which man can resist it? 

 

Even Mr. Blake takes her seriously. This little girl looks quite pure. However, she can make so many 

excellent opposite sex have a good impression on her. Of course, she has some tricks.” 

 

Vanessa was really simple-minded. When she was stimulated by these words, she got furious: “Hum, she 

is a shameless bitch! She’d better not frame me, otherwise, I’ll definitely make her suffer!” 

 

“Vanessa, don’t be impulsive. She is the person protected by Mr. Blake. Even I have to give way to her 

and dare not provoke her. Aren’t you afraid that she will complain to Mr. Blake?” Vanessa and Henrietta 

were both in the same company. 

 

They are all in Xavier’s brokerage company. 

 

In public, Henrietta really didn’t dare to make Nikita trouble. 



 

However, she has plenty of ways to punish a girl who is wet behind the ears. 

 

Moreover, she doesn’t need to do it herself. Someone will solve it for her. 

 

“I’m afraid of her? Mr. Blake is just playing with her.” Vanessa sneered. Seeing Joslyn smile at Nikita, she 

immediately got angry and determined to make Nikita suffer. 

 

How can Xavier really take a little girl seriously? 

 

She’s beautiful, so what? 

 

A man like Xavier, who has seen all kinds of beautiful women, will really take fancy to a little girl? 

 

Besides. 

 

Even if Xavier really takes fancy to her, it is impossible to deal with people in his own company for her. 

 

They are the main force to make money for the company. One is a plaything that can be replaced 

casually, and the other is a meritorious person who makes money for him. Everyone knows which side 

Xavier pays more attention to. 

 

Nikita had a scene in the morning, but when it was her turn, it was almost noon. 

 

In the free hours, she took a small stool and sat aside, playing games and watching how other people 

performed. 

 

It’s not Seymour’s turn. He sits next to Nikita. When girls play games, he is also watching. 

 

He saw that the game he didn’t understand for a long time was played by this girl with ease. 



 

Her slender white fingers clicked quickly on the screen, so fast that he didn’t even see how she played, 

and the voice broadcast sounded. 

 

In the game, Nikita easily got a cool “penta kill”. 

Chapter 1334-Although Seymour usually plays games, he is actually quite busy. He occasionally plays 

one or two times when he is free. 

 

People in the entertainment industry even have no time to eat and sleep when they are sometimes 

busy. 

 

Therefore, he doesn’t know much about the game circle. 

 

He was interested, but he had no time to understand it. 

 

He didn’t know that Nikita was exposed the identity of the former coach of RG before. 

 

At this time, as a rookie in the game, he watched the wonderful and skilled operation of girls, and was 

stunned directly. His mouth was slightly open in surprise, as if he wanted to say something, but he 

couldn’t say anything at that time. 

 

Even if he is a rookie, he can see that Nikita plays the game very well. 

 

The ordinary people can’t play so well like that. 

 

Nikita finished a game, turned her wrist and raised her head. She wanted to see how the filming was 

going, but when she looked up, she saw Seymour looking at herself in a daze. 

 

She was slightly dazed, then raised her eyebrows and said, “What’s the matter?” 

 



Seymour looked at her exquisite and beautiful facial features and couldn’t help but ask: “Nikita, you play 

games so well?” 

 

The straight A students aren’t very good at other aspects except learning, aren’t they? 

 

Especially in games. 

 

When he was in school, the students who usually played games very well didn’t study well. 

 

Those who study well don’t usually play games. 

 

After all, one can not run after two horses at the same time. 

 

If some students are addicted to playing games, they aren’t interested in studying anymore. 

 

Nikita said faintly: “Just so-so. I just play it casually.” 

 

“Just play it casually?” 

 

If he didn’t see it wrong just now, Nikita was at the highest level. 

 

He still knows a little about the meaning of this level. 

 

After all, after playing for so long, he is still struggling at the middle level, and it is very difficult for him 

to improve, not to mention the highest level. 

 

This is a level that he can’t get in his whole life. 

 

But Nikita just played it casually?! 



 

Seymour wants to kneel for the girl in front of him. 

 

Big brothers are so awesome and low-key. 

 

“Can you play with me when you are free?” Seymour is too eager for Nikita’s level. “Although I don’t 

play well, I can play the SUP. 

 

I play the SUP very well.” 

 

Seymour, a person who doesn’t like to play SUP, is willing to be her SUP at the moment. 

 

In front of absolute strength, he can play any game roles. 

 

“OK.” Nikita readily agreed. “You don’t have to play SUP. Except for jungle, you can play whatever you 

like.”  

 

“Then I will log in the game now. Let’s add friends, and when we’re free, we can play together.” 

Seymour pulled out his mobile phone, logged in to the game, and added Nikita’s account. 

 

Seeing Nikita’s game ID, he vaguely felt a little familiar. 

 

But at that time, he couldn’t remember it. 

 

When Seymour took out his mobile phone and added Nikita’s account, someone took out his mobile 

phone and took a photo of them. 

 

Both of them were talking with their heads down, so they didn’t see it. 

 

When it was Nikita’s turn to play, it was already eleven o’clock, and half an hour later, it was time to eat. 



 

The director thought that they couldn’t finish shooting in an hour. It was better to end the shooting in 

the morning ahead of schedule. So he said to Nikita: “You’d better shoot the scene in the afternoon.” 

Chapter 1335- I’ve never seen such an arrogant newcomer. 

 

“You can’t finish it in an hour. If your scene goes well, it will take at least three hours. Let’s call it a day 

early. Everyone can go to have a meal early and rest for more half an hour.” The director explained. 

 

Nikita has something to do this afternoon. 

 

She’s going to meet someone. 

 

She thought for a moment, got up and said, “Director, I want to have a try. I read the script, and I think it 

should be no problem to finish it in an hour.” 

 

A group of people who were going to call it a day turned their heads and looked at her after hearing her 

say so. 

 

Henrietta smiled directly. 

 

Vanessa also sneered: “It’s really funny. I have never seen such an arrogant newcomer. The director said 

that it takes three hours to finish the play. She actually thinks she can finish it in an hour.” 

 

“Who she thinks she is? If she wants to finish it in an hour, she needs to pass all the shots at one time, 

and there can be no repeat once.” 

 

There are some actors who have such excellent acting skills. 

 

But they all very experienced actors. 

 

She is a little newcomer, so it is absolutely impossible. 



 

She’s talking wildly, isn’t she? 

 

Henrietta smiled very charming, and her eyes were full of mockery: “Maybe she performed well in the 

audition before, and the director praised her. She really felt that she was very powerful, so she was 

proud.” 

 

Vanessa sneered again: “The director said those words for Mr. Blake’s sake. Does she really think she is 

very talented in acting?” 

 

The conversation between two people can only be heard by each other. 

 

“Since she thinks she can finish shooting in an hour, have a try.” Henrietta’s eyes flashed. She stretched 

out and fixed a wisp of hair behind her ear. She laughed more charming. “I really want to see how good 

her acting talent is.” 

 

Although other actors didn’t say anything, everyone had the same thought, and they felt that Nikita was 

too arrogant. 

 

They all waited for seeing how she was smacked in the face.  

 

She’s just a newcomer with little acting experience. They wondered where her confidence came from. 

 

The director was also stunned. After seeing that Nikita was not joking, he hesitated and nodded: “OK, 

since you have this confidence, then shoot it.” 

 

“Joslyn, are you okay?” The director asked Joslyn, who was standing next to him. 

 

Although Joslyn also felt that Nikita was too confident, he nodded: “I have no problem.” 

 

“OK.” The director waved at the photographer and gestured, “Get ready and continue shooting.” 



 

Nikita’s scene was that the role Fair Luna she played and the emperor met for the first time. 

 

The emperor took a private tour and got separated from his bodyguards. Then he met Fair Luna in a 

forest and was encircled by a group of people. He fell in love at first sight with Fair Luna, who was 

surrounded by a group of people but still remained calm. 

 

After that, regardless of his own safety, he went to help her, and was accidentally scratched by someone 

during the fight. 

 

After that, Fair Luna brought him back to her residence and bandaged his wound. 

 

During the healing period, the emperor stayed in Fair Luna’s residence for three days. 

 

After these three days of getting along with each other, he fell in love with Fair Luna, and secretly 

decided to find her when he returned to the palace, and titled her as his favorite concubine. 

 

In this part, the acting is actually very difficult. 

 

There are all kinds of emotions that need to be shown when they meet for the first time. 

 

There’s also a fight. 

 

The hardest part is the fighting scene. 

 

It is precisely because there is a scene of fighting that the director wants to call it a day early in the 

morning. 

Chapter 1336-The director called the martial arts director of the crew to come over and let him teach 

Nikita some martial arts fighting movements and walking positions, including wire work after a while. 

 



Actors who hang wire for the first time have to adapt for a long time before they can complete the basic 

movements. 

 

Some people may not be able to finish it a whole day, let alone an hour. 

 

However, the director has also considered it. He thinks that if she can’t, he will use body double. 

Anyway, as long as there are any dangerous scenes or places where actors feel very troublesome, body 

double is basically used. 

 

There are fewer and fewer dedicated actors who do everything by themselves. 

 

Although it is a bad phenomenon, it can only be accepted in such a situation. 

 

It’s naturally the best if Nikita can film it battle in person. 

 

However, the director has no hope for this. 

 

It’s good enough for a newcomer who has just begin to act to surprise him in acting. He can’t ask too 

much. 

 

Martial arts director walked to Nikita, looking at the delicate little girl. His thought was similar to what 

the director thought, so when teaching Nikita martial arts fighting movements, he was quite 

perfunctory. 

 

He just did some actions randomly, which was not standard. 

 

A set of movements that usually takes ten minutes to finish is over in less than two minutes. 

 

“Have you seen the fighting postures I just made?” The martial arts director didn’t expect the little girl 

who looked thin and weak to really understand, so he asked symbolically. 

 



The little girl’s voice is quite nice, but it is a little indifferent: “Well, I see it clearly.” 

 

“Do you see clearly?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“And you understand it?”  

 

“Hmm.” 

 

The martial arts director smiled and retreated to one side with holding his arms. “OK, since you have 

seen it clearly, you can demonstrate my movements again just now.” 

 

He is obviously not believing her. 

 

Nikita didn’t speak, walked to the middle of the field, glanced at people standing around. 

 

Everyone is waiting for watching her joke. 

 

“Director, there is a body double, isn’t it?” Joslyn has a good impression on Nikita. He can’t bear to see 

this girl make a fool of herself in public. “Nikita has never acted the martial arts drama before, so will it 

be a bit difficult for her to complete this difficult martial arts action in a short time?” 

 

The director also felt that it was a bit too difficult for Nikita. 

 

He nodded: “Call the body double to come over.” 

 

“I don’t need body double, I can finish the martial arts action by myself.” 

 



Joslyn was about to call the assistant to call the body double. In the middle of the venue, the girl’s cold 

and nice voice sounded. Her voice was not high, but everyone present heard it. 

 

Joslyn looked up at her. 

 

The martial arts director who felt that Nikita was not good also looked up. 

 

“Are you sure you can do that martial arts action on your own?” The director doesn’t believe it very 

much. 

 

Unless she’s a professional. 

 

Otherwise, the average person who have seen it once can’t learn it completely. 

 

Nikita nodded: “I’m sure.” 

 

The martial arts director stunned for a few seconds and smiled again: “OK, director, since this little girl is 

so confident, let her perform for us.” 

 

“All right, then.” The director looked at Nikita. “Nikita, just demonstrate the martial arts action just now 

again.” 

 

Nikita didn’t speak again. She picked up a dead branch from the ground, and repeated the perfunctory 

fighting actions of martial arts guidance smoothly in everyone’s mocking eyes. 

Chapter 1337-Her movement is more standard and professional than that of martial arts instructor. 

 

After that, the girl threw the dead branch on the ground, clapped her hands, turned her head and asked 

the martial arts director who had been dumbfounded: “I should remember correctly, are these moves?” 

 

The martial arts director looked at the girl who looked relaxed and didn’t pant when she finished a set of 

fighting movements. He was surprised: “Did you learn it before?” 



 

Otherwise, a pure newcomer without any martial arts foundation can’t make such professional and 

standard movements. 

 

Moreover, he just did those actions in a perfunctory way and played lazily. 

 

But these actions Nikita re-demonstrated were very standard, looking vibrant and powerful. 

 

Nikita thought about it and nodded: “Well, I have learned a little.” 

 

The martial arts instructor’s attitude towards her is different from before. He put away his previous 

contempt and said seriously, “You are very professional. Did you study for many years?” 

 

Nikita told the truth: “About ten days.” 

 

At that time, the person who taught her didn’t have time to stay with her for long. 

 

That person just taught her some basic skills, and the rest was pondered by herself. 

 

Fortunately, it is not difficult, and it is easy to learn. 

 

“…” 

 

After listening to her words, the martial arts director was silent.  

 

Ten days? 

 

They can’t do it so well like this without ten years’ practice. 

 



“Ha ha ha, do you take a blow?” The director came over and patted the martial arts director on the 

shoulder in a good mood. “As the saying goes, the pupil outdoes the master. Sometimes, we must admit 

that we are really inferior to newcomers.” 

 

“But don’t be too depressed. Nikita is no an ordinary person. It is not shameful to lose to a young man 

like her.” 

 

Martial arts director was a little puzzled. He looked at Nikita, wondered: “Not an ordinary people?” 

 

It’s just a little newcomer. 

 

Even if Xavier wants to hold this newcomer, she can’t be regarded as an extraordinary person. 

 

“Of course, you don’t know…” 

 

The director, like showing off his own child, publicized Nikita’s full marks in the college entrance 

examination and studying experience in HF University. 

 

“She has high IQ and learns everything quickly, which is different from us ordinary people. You lose to a 

genius, so you don’t need to be depressed.” 

 

After listening to it, the martial arts instructor froze for a long time, then gave Nikita a thumbs up and 

praised her sincerely: “What a powerful little girl, I admire you. I wonder if we can learn from each other 

when we are free.” 

 

Nikita answered lightly: “Yes.” 

 

“Joslyn, do we still need body double?” Joslyn’s assistant still stood by, waiting for his instruction. 

 

Joslyn looked at Nikita deeply, turned his head and said to the little assistant: “No, go and get a bottle of 

water.” 

 



Body double? 

 

Perhaps the body double’s martial arts foundation is not as good as half of Nikita’s. 

 

Can’t he see that the director’s face is full of laughter? He must be extremely satisfactory. 

 

“Oh, okay.” Little assistant was clever, and soon took a bottle of mineral water to Joslyn. 

 

Joslyn took it, but he didn’t drink it. Instead, he took the unopened mineral water and walked towards 

the girl in the middle of the venue. 

 

“Have some water.” He walked to Nikita, naturally handed the mineral water to her. 

Chapter 1338-Nikita was just thirsty and reached out to pick it up: “Thank you.” 

 

Joslyn smiled and looked very gentle: “I didn’t expect you to learn martial arts. You are very powerful. If 

you have time, can you teach me some self-defense skills?” 

 

“You want to learn self-defense skills?” Nikita unscrewed the bottle cap and drank it. 

 

A quite ordinary action made people feel very pleasing to the eye. 

 

Joslyn smiled again, and then gently asked, “Can you? If it’s too troublesome, just forget it.”  

 

“It’s not troublesome.” Nikita raised her head, and her dark eyes looked cold. Her maturity and 

indifference didn’t correspond to her actual age. She said faintly, “If you want to learn, I can teach you. 

The self-defense tricks are actually quite simple and easy to learn.” 

 

“Thank you. I’ll invite you to dinner when you are free.” 

 



As soon as Joslyn finished his words, the expressions on the faces of people around him instantly 

changed. 

 

Even the director standing next to Joslyn was surprised. He turned his head and looked at Joslyn in 

surprise. 

 

Joslyn is a popular idol route, so there are many fans wanting to be his girlfriends and wives. 

 

And because his fans are young as a whole, every time any female artist has any box news with him, she 

will be scolded by his fans. 

 

Joslyn himself is trying to keep a certain distance from female artists and avoid any ambiguous gossip 

with female artists. 

 

But his current behavior not only does not have any intention of avoiding suspicion, but rather takes the 

initiative to close to Nikita, which is completely different from his previous behavior of having almost no 

interaction with female artists in private except for his work contact. 

 

He even took initiative to invite the other party to dinner. 

 

At the moment, he’s not afraid of any box news. 

 

“Does Joslyn really take a fancy to Nikita?” Henrietta looked at Vanessa, who had been angry to the 

extreme, and said, as if she were gossiping with her, “Joslyn never took the initiative to approach any 

woman. Isn’t he the most disgusted with the box news with female artists? What is this doing now? Isn’t 

he afraid of it? 

 

Or is it that he just hates having gossip with female artists he doesn’t like, and when he meets someone 

he likes, he doesn’t reject it?” 

 

Vanessa was furious when she saw Joslyn send water to Nikita. 

 



Hearing Joslyn let Nikita teach him self-defense skills, and even proposed to invite Nikita to eat, she was 

so angry. 

 

She stared at Nikita maliciously. Her eyes like a knife, as if she can’t wait to kill Nikita. 

 

“She’s so young, but she’s really very scheming.” Henrietta continued to make Vanessa hate her. “This is 

just the first day of coming to the crew. The director, martial arts director, leading male and the second 

leading male were all attracted by her. Now the little girl is really capable. In my opinion, after she 

finished filming this play, the men of the whole crew will be attracted by her.” 

Chapter 1339-Vanessa didn’t speak, but stared at Nikita maliciously. 

 

Henrietta saw that her purpose had been achieved, so she smiled and said nothing. 

 

Vanessa likes Joslyn. 

 

Joslyn has been avoiding her before, and he said that it was the company’s regulation to prevent him 

from having box news with female artists. 

 

But now… 

 

Joslyn, who avoided Vanessa, took the initiative to approach Nikita. Obviously, he avoided Vanessa 

before just because he was not interested in Vanessa. 

 

With Vanessa’s temper, she must be furious when she watched the man she likes be cold and light to 

herself, but warm and active to another woman, who is a newcomer. 

 

The scene where the emperor and Fair Luna met each other for the first time was filmed very smoothly. 

 

All the scenes passed at one time. 

 

Joslyn has strength in acting. He graduated from the Film Academy with a major in performance, and his 

performance skills have always been quite good. 



 

As long as the acting skills of the actors who acts with him are good enough, they can have a tacit 

understanding, and basically the shots can be passed at one time. 

 

Before Nikita came here, the actress who had the most tacit understanding with him was Henrietta. 

 

However, when he and Henrietta act together, they never passed smoothly at one time. Basically, it was 

good to be able to pass after acting twice. 

 

Some actors will act twenty or thirty times. 

 

Joslyn always felt that Nikita was a newcomer and definitely inexperienced in acting, so he needed to 

guide her more. When they acted together, he deliberately led her into her role and drove her 

emotions. 

 

But when acting, Joslyn suddenly have an illusion that he did not drive the emotions of the other party, 

but was driven by her emotions. 

 

As if, he is a new person who has just entered this industry. 

 

This illusion lasted until the end of the last scene. After the director said “cut” and announced the 

perfect ending of the first scene, Joslyn slowly returned to reality from the absent-minded state. 

 

The director looked at him in a trance, thought he immersed in the play, and thought he was very 

dedicated. He stretched out his hand and patted him on the shoulder and praised him: “Not bad, it 

seems that you finally understand what I want. The scene you and Nikita acted just now is very good. 

The lack of performance tension I have been telling you before is this.” 

 

“No matter how powerful and noble the emperor is, he is also a person and a man. Even if he is an 

emperor, he is just like a normal person. He is a man with flesh and blood and emotions. 

 

Although the emperor you created before is very mighty and domineering, it gives people an unreal 

feeling and lacks the most basic feelings.” 



 

Looking at the director’s face with joy, Joslyn turned his head and looked at the girl beside him. After a 

few seconds of silence, he looked serious and said: “Nikita acted so well that I was touched by her 

acting.” 

 

When he acted with Henrietta, it was completely different from acting with Nikita. 

 

It’s not that Henrietta’s acting skills are not good. Although Henrietta’s acting is good, there are obvious 

performance traces, and sometimes she is too much exaggerated, which makes people feel 

embarrassed. 

 

It’s the first time for Nikita to act. Naturally, she also has shortcomings. But compared with her talent in 

acting, her shortcomings can be ignored. 

 

Nikita’s performance will make people feel natural, comfortable and real. 

Chapter 1340-She acted so well that she looked exactly the same as the person in the play. 

 

When acting with other actresses, Joslyn occasionally felt absent-minded and not in the state of acting, 

but this situation would not happen when acting with Nikita. 

 

He had been totally immersed in the plot that two roles first met, and even the director told them to 

stop, he still hadn’t completely pulled out of the plot. 

 

This had never happened before. 

 

He was completely driven into the world in the novel by Nikita. At that moment, he really felt that he 

was the emperor and completely forgot his identity in reality. 

 

“Nikita really surprised me.” After praising Joslyn, the director turned his head to look at Nikita, with his 

eyes full of surprises. “Mr. Blake really has a good taste, for recommending such an excellent new 

actress to me.” 

 



“Nikita, you are destined to be an actor. After this play is finished, if you are still interested in acting, I 

have a screenplay in my hand, you can have a look.” 

 

“I think it has a role that suits you very well, which you will be interested in.” 

 

He thought that such a gifted actor should be cultivated well. 

 

Otherwise, it would be a waste of her talent.At this moment, the director regretted that he had refused 

the partnership invitation of one of his friends, who had planned to open a Film and Television Company 

with him. Otherwise, he could manage to poach Nikita into his own company.Hearing the director’s 

words, all the people around changed their faces.Henrietta and Vanessa also changed their faces in an 

instant.Everyone knew that the screenplay Koan mentioned was a super IP, which had 

 

been adapted from the novel of a famous writer who had won the International Literature Gold Award.It 

was an adaptation of a science fiction.This was a script that could win prizes once it was shot.Before the 

film started shooting, a large group of investors rushed to invest the film. It was heard that Koan was 

going to invite the most famous special-effects production company in the world to do the special 

effects part of the film.This alone was attractive enough.The films with that special-effects production 

company were all super blockbusters that had sold well all over the world.The film wouldn’t start until 

next year, but countless people had already been staring at it, which they all wanted to participate 

in.Plenty of companies with a-list celebrities and super-list celebrities were trying their best to earn the 

role in movies for their own celebrities. Even the most inconspicuous role that only would only few 

times was being competed by numerous people.And almost all of them failed.But now, Koan had taken 

the initiative to send an invitation of acting in this firm to Nikita.Everyone in this area knew very well 

what it meant. 

 

It was very likely that Nikita would become a hit with a certain role in the movie. 

 

Henrietta looked livid. 

 

Before, she had courted the director in various ways, explicitly and implicitly indicating that she wanted 

a role in that film, even if it was an unimportant role, but the director said that he could not decide the 

casting matters, and politely refused her. 

 

A sum of money she sent out privately was also returned. 



 

He had told her that casting couldn’t be decided, but now how could he directly give Nikita a role? ! 

 

Up to now, Henrietta finally understood that it was not because casting couldn’t be decided, but he just 

didn’t want to use her, and found an excuse to refuse her! 

 

Henrietta was furious. 

 

Vanessa also looked livid: “Why! Is Director Koan crazy? In such an important movie, he actually wants 

to use a newcomer!” 

 

Naturally, Vanessa had also strove for acting in that movie. 

 

Like Henrietta, Koan used the same excuse to reject her. 

 


